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Developing a progressive web 
application for SAAA with AWS 
 

Executive Summary 
 
SAAA – the South African Accounting Academy – is a training institution for 
accountants and finance practitioners, specializing in Continuous Professional 
Development. They offer webinars, consultations and various forms of digital 
education.  
 
To increase their offering and stay abreast of digital developments, SAAA 
diversified their internal structure to include a sub-body known as INFINITI, 
focusing on embracing new technologies for the automation and hyper-
personalisation of professional development plans. 
 
Challenge 
 
Each year professional accountants, tax practitioners and the like are required to 
complete a CPD reflective plan and submit it to the regulatory bodies for 
compliance purposes. This is an excessively lengthy and tedious task for 
thousands of professionals and practitioners, with a complex system of questions 
and action plans to be matched according to specific paths in the industry.  
 
To streamline this process INFINITI required a single application, accessible to all 
professionals and practitioners in various parts of the South African Accounting 
and Audit industry, with a simple interface to navigate through the complexities 
of the professional development requirements and arrive at a hyper-personalised 
development plan. As part of this challenge, the app developer needed to 
introduce a level of visibility into the data generated from the users of the CPD 
models i.e., gain insights on demographics, experience pools, interest pools and 
competencies within various categories.  
 
Why AWS? 
 
The application needed to be lightweight, always available and given the 
seasonality of the planning cycle also extremely scalable. AWS offers low-cost, 
quick-to-deploy, application development and hosting platforms with services 
such as AWS Amplify. Above all else, the services are built on top of highly 
reliable, scalable, and performant infrastructure sets managed by AWS and their 
partners.  
 
SAAA and INFINITI chose Tangent Solutions for its strong values, and obsession 
with customers – a value shared by AWS. Tangent is home to a team of highly 
skilled technology practitioners, from cloud architects to developers and project 
managers, offering trust and reliability end to end. Being an Advanced Consulting 
Partner with a focus on Serverless Technologies, Tangent has the experience and 
knowledge to solve problems, while simultaneously identifying new 
opportunities, bringing even more value to the table.  
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The SA Accounting 
Academy (SAAA) offers 
Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) 
training for accountants, 
auditors, bookkeepers, 
company secretaries and 
tax practitioners. We 
offer a range of live 
seminars and conferences 
and online webinars, 
seminar recordings, 
certificate courses and 
DVDs on both technical 
and business-related 
topics. 



Solution 
The solution was delivered in the form of a progressive web application that can 
run on most browsers, including mobile, which is built almost entirely using 
serverless technologies. The application allows users to register, complete the 
assessments are their own pace and ultimately generate a personalized report with 
associated development plan for each user. 
 
The solution Tangent provided to SAAA is comprised of the following AWS 
resources: 

• AWS Lambda 

• AWS AppSync 

• AWS DynamoDB 

• AWS Amplify 

• AWS S3 

• AWS CloudFront 

• AWS Route53 
 
All these services were used in combination to achieve the solution: 

• Lambda functions form the core of the application, containing the logic 
needed to govern the data flows between internal systems. They allow 
admin users to manipulate content on the application frontend, as well as 
automate syncing and uploading tasks. 

• Amplify serves as the deployment framework and service allowing Tangent 
to quickly develop and host the front-end (ReactJS) and backend 
(GraphQL). 

• AppSync tied into Amplify to give a GraphQL API wrapper of the hosted 
data in the serverless database tables (DynamoDB). It allows Tangent to 
build out management and admin portals to the backend. 

• DynamoDB is used to host all user, session, questionnaire, and activity 
data, from which reports are drawn, and reflective plans are generated. 

• S3 serves as the file host for video content and questionnaire data (CSV) 

• This together with Route53 and CloudFront enables caching, which greatly 
improves performance and cost of the system as a whole. 

 
Benefits 
Through the app, users can now successfully submit mandatory documents within 
minutes instead of days, without the hassle of navigating through the complexities 
of CPD plans.  
 
In addition, with a focus on serverless technology, SAAA saves on costs during idle 
time and low user counts, while being dynamically scalable to virtually service any 
user count at peak usage levels. The selected service suite enables rapid 
development for future endeavors, with a greatly simplified CICD deployment 
model. Choosing AWS resulted om almost zero upfront infrastructure investment, 
while Tangent delivered a well-architected application in less than 3 months. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Tangent 
Tangent Solutions (a Division of Jurumani Solutions) is a Born-in-the-
Cloud Development and Cloud Consultancy company. We are an 
energetic company taking an innovative and disruptive approach on 
digital transformation, from software design to intelligent automation 
and Cloud. We implement technology, processes, and methodologies 
that make it easy for our customers to produce high quality products.  
 

 


